CBA Curriculum Committee

Meeting Minutes

December 3, 2021

Present: Annino, Damali, Hamman, Komissarov, Liu, Nasif
Guest/Advisory: McDermott, Vidden, Miller, Graham, Achenreiner

Next meeting: January 13th, 2:30pm, Teams

1. Approval of the Minutes from 11/19/21 (posted in Teams)

2. Prepare for IS 220 Vote at All College Meeting
   - Vote on accompanying CIMs (ap. op. ob.: 6-0-0)

4. Vote on Proposed Global LO Language - Damali and Liu (ap. op. ob.: 6-0-0)
   - “Students will develop an understanding of global factors, such as political, economic, social, technological, legal, and environmental factors, and apply that understanding to make a business decision.”

5. Next Steps on Remaining Charges, Including Possible Cultural Competency LO – Hamman

   Committee plans to present the new Global LO at the next All College Meeting, in cooperation with AOL. Drs. Damali and Liu will lead this presentation. Drs. Hamman and Nasif will explain the committee’s logic regarding cultural competency as a topic that extends beyond the Global Learning Goal. This committee will offer guidance to the next year’s committee for a curricular revision to incorporate cultural competency in the broader curriculum, using the proposed language from Drs. Damali and Liu as a starting point:

   “Students will consider the cultural norms and differences in the context of business decisions.”

Remaining charges:
   - Submit a proposal for Writing in the College
   - Consider a Quantitative Literacy Learning Objective
   - Continue to track implications of recent CBA UCC work (see past year end reports)
   - Review the scaffolding of knowledge and skills for the CBA pre-core and core classes and make recommendations for improvements.
Hamman and Komissarov will work on Writing in the College proposal, including input from current instructors of MGT/MKT 301 and in consultation with Lindsey Steiner.

Annino will lead research and recommendations for a possible Quantitative Literacy Learning Outcome.

Work on remaining charges will be informed by update from AOL leading up to and including at the January All College Meeting.